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SAMPLE ENTRY PURGE SYSTEM IN

nm), Electromagnetic Radiation Wavelengths, then is, as
disclosed above, knoWn. As mentioned, electromagnetic

SPECTROPHOTOMETER, ELLIPSOMETER,

Radiation With Wavelengths beloW about 190 nm is absorbed
by atmospheric components such as oxygen and Water

POLARIMETER AND THE LIKE SYSTEMS

Vapor. Thus, practice of Ellipsometry etc. using UV Wave

This application is a Continuation-In-Part of Utility appli
cation Ser. No. 10/376,677 Filed Feb. 28, 2003 now US.
Pat. No. 6,982,792 and therevia of Ser. No. 09/531,877 Filed

lengths is typically carried out in vacuum or an atmosphere
Which does not contain oxygen and/or Water vapor or other

Mar. 21, 2000, (now US. Pat. No. 6,535,286); and from is
a Continuation-In-Part of Co-Pending Utility application
Ser. No. 10/376,677 Filed Feb. 8, 2003; and Claims bene?t
of Provisional Application Ser. Nos. 60/480,851 Filed Jun.
24, 2003, 60/424,589 ?led Nov. 7, 2002, 60/427,043 ?led
Nov. 18, 2002 and 60/431,489 ?led Dec. 6, 2002.

absorbing components. The J.A. Woollam CO. VUV-VASE,
(Registered Trademark), for instance, utiliZes a substantially
enclosed Chamber Which encompasses a substantially

enclosed space Which during use is purged by Nitrogen
and/or Argon or functionally equivalent gas. (Note Nitrogen
does not signi?cantly absorb UV Range Wavelengths, and
Argon is in some respects even a better choice). Further, the
source of the electromagnetic radiation in the J.A. Woollam
CO. VUV-VASE is preferably a Deuterium Lamp and/or a

TECHNICAL FIELD

The disclosed invention relates to methods of entering

Xenon Lamp, Which produce Wavelengths of 115-400 nm,

samples into spectrophotometer, ellipsometer or polarimeter

(of Which 135-190 nm is used), and up to about 2000 nm,

or the like system systems, and more particularly to a sample
sequestering system Which alloWs access to a subspace in a

respectively. Speci?c Wavelengths are selected by a J.A.
20

chamber encompassed generally enclosed space. The
sample sequestering system alloWs entering and removing a
sample When the subspace is opened to atmosphere. Su?i

an enclosing means;
a) source means for providing of a beam including

cient purge gas can be ?oWed from Within the generally

enclosed space into the subspace to discourage atmospheric
contaminates from entering thereinto.

ultraviolet Wavelength range electromagnetic radiation;
25

BACKGROUND

Spectroscopic Ellipsometry (SE) Was developed in the
early 1970’s after single Wavelength ellispometry had

30

h) a second stage comprising a plurality of gratings, each
35

challenges faced development of (VUV) ellipsometer sys

such that in use an electromagnetic beam from said source
40

45

structed at the BESSY Synchrotron in Berlin for application

re?ect from said second spherical mirror;
pass through said second slit;
re?ect from said third spherical mirror;
interact With one of said plurality of gratings on said
second stage Which is rotated into a functional position;

1990’s Spectroscopic ellipsometry Was achieved in the

someter systems became available from companies such as
the J.A. Woollam Co. Inc. At present there are approxi

of the electromagnetic radiation is:
caused pass through said ?rst slit;
re?ect from said ?rst spherical mirror;
interact With one of said plurality of gratings on said ?rst
stage Which is rotated into a functional position;

in the (VUV) Wavelength range, (eg. 5-35 eV), and in the

Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV) range, (eg. greater than 35 eV),
at KEK-PF. Application of ellipsometry in the (VUV) and
(EUV) Wavelength ranges remained restricted to said
research facilities until in 1999 commercial (VUV) ellip

i) a forth spherical mirror; and
j) a pin hole;
and further comprising a beam chopping means present
betWeen said source means and said pin hole;

(VUV) ellipsometry Was so named as it Was initially carried

vacuum at Wavelengths, typically With an energy less than
about 10 ev. The reason (VUV) ellipsometry must be carried
out in vacuum or purging gas is that (VUV) Wavelengths, are
absorbed by oxygen and Water vapor.
In the mid-1980’s a Spectroscopic ellipsometer Was con

e) a second spherical mirror;
f) a second slit;
g) a third spherical mirror
of Which can be rotated into a functional position;

tems, including the fact that many optical element materials
absorb in the (VUV) Wavelength range. Vacuum Ultraviolet

out in vacuum, hoWever, the terminology is today applied
Where purging gas such as nitrogen is utiliZed in place of

b) a ?rst slit;
c) a ?rst spherical mirror;
d) a ?rst stage comprising a plurality of gratings, each of
Which can be rotated into a functional position;

gained Widespread acceptance. The ?rst (SE) systems pro
vided limited Ultraviolet (UV) to near Infrared (IR) spectral
range capability, and With the exception of a feW research
instruments, this remained the case until the 1990’s. Many

Woollam Co. Monochromator Which is a Cherny-Tumer

type Spectrometer sequentially comprising, mounted inside

50

re?ect from said forth spherical mirror; and

exit through said pinhole;
and at some point in said progression be subjected to

chopping.
55

The gratings on said ?rst and second stages are separately

mately tWenty-?ve (VUV) Systems in use WorldWide. It is
noted that commercial (VUV) instruments, Which provided

rotated into precise desired functional positions via stepper
motors controlled by computer. This has proven to provide

Wavelengths doWn to 146 nm, Were introduced in response
to the need for bulk material properties at 156 nm, Which is

superior precision, repeatability and speed of achieving the
desired Wavelength than commercially available grating

utiliZed in lithography as applied to semiconductor gate

60

oxide production.
A knoWn patent Which provides for use of VUV Wave

positioning systems in Which both gratings are simulta
neously controlled. Further, an electromagnetic radiation
beam produced by said Monochromator has been shoWn to

length electromagnetic radiation through 10 eV is US. Pat.

provide a highly collimated beam, With typical de?ning

No. 6,414,302 B1 to Freeouf.

parameters being a 5 mm diameter at the pinhole output of
the Monochromator, With divergence to about 20 mm diam
eter at 20 Feet, (ie. 6000 mm). This represents a divergence

The practice of ellipsometry, polarimetry, spectrophotom
etry, re?ectometry, scatterometry and the like, using Infrared
(IR), (eg. 2-33 micron), and Ultraviolet (UV), (eq. 135-1700

65

angle of only about 0.00125 radians, (ie. 0.07 Degrees).

US 7,274,450 B1
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It is further disclosed that the chopper means comprises a

being caused to approach a sample system at a normal or

lock-in ampli?er Which chops the electromagnetic beam at

oblique angle of incidence, using unpolarized electromag

a frequency Which is synchronized to a detector Which
receives the electromagnetic beam after it interacts With a

netic radiation, or partially polarized electromagnetic radia
tion or polarized electromagnetic radiation. That is, very

sample, (see further beloW). The synchronization is typically

good data has been obtained utilizing unpolarized; partially

Without delay, but there can be a phase relationship intro
duced betWeen the beam chopping and the detection of the

polarized, randomly polarized; linearly polarized; With
respect to a sample system linearly “p” polarized; With
respect to a sample system linearly “s” polarized; and

signal by the detector. Said lock-in ampli?er is utilized to

circularly polarized electromagnetic radiation in purged and
atmospheric ambients.

provide a better signal to noise ratio. The use of a chopping

lock-in ampli?er is bene?cial in that background noise is

The J .A. Woollam Co. VUV-VASE includes tWo-speed
purge control means, such that a sequestered subspace can

eliminated. For instance, if said approach is not used it can
be necessary to obtain data in a darkened room and to avoid

be purged, quickly, but When purging is substantially com
plete, a Nitrogen conserving sloWer maintenance purge

the in?uence of extraneous electromagnetic radiation, or if
data is obtained in a lighted room an additional background
data set must be obtained using a shutter to block the beam,
and then a subtraction procedure applied to compensate the
data set for the background extraneous electromagnetic
in?uence. Where chopping is utilized data can be obtained
in a lighted room Without the need to obtain an additional

data set and apply the subtraction procedure.
Application problems have been identi?ed With the design
of the monochromator system as described, in that Wiring

20

magnetic radiation. The Quad Detector has Four Detector

and electronic components have to date been included inside
the substantially enclosed space Within the enclosure. Out

gassing from Wiring and electronic components etc., (as
required Where Vacuum-Ultraviolet (VUV) Wavelengths are
utilized), can require very long periods of time. Further,

Elements surrounding the centrally located hole. In use a
25

orientation, (typically comprising a vacuum chuck to secure

electrical connections to components such as the means for
30

thereupon a plurality of gratings, to date, have been hard

Wired thereto, thereby making replacement tedious. As
hereWithin include the use of a Wire eliminating “Mother
35

monochromator system, to Which Mother Board compo
nents electrical connections are via easily removable plug

left in place during data acquisition as it reduces the intensity
40

the substantially enclosed space Within the enclosure to

atmosphere.
A problem With practicing Ellipsometry etc. Where the
sample system is in a substantially enclosed, internal ambi

45

ent controlled, chamber is that it is very inconvenient to
access What is contained thereWithin Without entering oxy
gen or Water vapor etc. thereinto. As a result, the 1A.

of the beam an unacceptable amount. Thus, versions of the
J .A. Woollam CO. VUV-VASE available to date have
included the mentioned motorized means inside the substan
tially closed Chamber to move the Quad Detector com

pletely aWay from the locus of the electromagnetic beam
after alignment is complete. This has led to problems such
as Quad Detector socket pins eventually not lining-up prop
erly With socket holes etc. While mounting and removing a
Quad Detector is easy to practice in open air it is not
convenient in a substantially enclosed space Which requires

purging every time it is opened to, for instance, straighten

Woollam Co. VUV-VASE, (Registered Trademark), System
comprises a means for causing a subspace sequestering

procedure alloWs setting a precise Angle-Of-lncidence of the
electromagnetic beam to the sample system surface Without
the requirement of calibration. HoWever, the small diameter
of the centrally located hole in the Quad Detector can not be

socket means. Further, electronic components are mounted
to a Second Printed-Circuit Board Which is mounted outside

said enclosure via plug-in means, thereby making its
replacement easy to accomplish Without requiring opening

Which passes through the centrally located hole in the Quad
Detector re?ects directly 180 degrees back, thereby mini
mizing the amount of energy entering the Detector Ele
ments. Once the sample system is so oriented, the sample
system is caused to be rotated so that a perpendicular to its
surface is redirected by a knoWn number of degrees. This

insight, at this point it is noted that improvements disclosed
Board”, inside the substantially enclosed space Within the

sample system is oriented by a means for placing and
maintaining a sample system in a desired position and
the sample), such that a beam of electromagnetic radiation

providing the ?rst and second slits and rotating effecting
means for the ?rst and second stage Which comprises

speed can be effected.
It is further disclosed that versions of the J .A. Woollam
CO. VUV-VASE Which have been sold to date have included
a Quad Detector having a centrally located hole therein
Which is 1.27 mm in diameter, Which Quad Detector is
mounted via a stepper motor means for moving the centrally
located hole into and out of the locus of a beam of electro

50

electrical pins on a Quad Detector. It is noted at this point

means to become con?gured so as to sequester a sample

that the disclosed invention neWly provides a previously

system in a subspace of said substantially enclosed space
during entry and removal of a sample system. This alloWs
accessing a sample system means for placing and maintain
ing a sample system in a desired position and orientation, (ie.
a sample supporting stage), With the bene?t that only the

undisclosed specially designed permanently mounted Quad
55

sequestered subspace then needs substantial purging. The
subspace sequestering means further enables recon?guration

diameter hole than does through said 1.27 mm diameter

hole. Further, excellent angle of incidence alignment by the

to open the entire substantially enclosed space in the cham

ber to the sample system, thereby facilitating its access
thereof via UV range Wavelength electromagnetic radiation.

60

procedure described above is still achievable using the neW

quad detector.

It is noted that the J.A. Woollam Co. VUV-VASE has
proven to provide good data in cases even When operated

It is noted at this point that a patent to Johs et al. US. Pat.

Without Nitrogen purging, and has been applied to obtain
re?ection data using an electromagnetic beam caused to
approach a sample system at a normal or oblique angle of
incidence, transmission data With an electromagnetic beam

Detector With a larger, (eg. 2-4 mm diameter), centrally
located, hole thereWithin through Which a beam of electro
magnetic radiation can be passed during data acquisition. It
has been found that about ten (10) times more electromag
netic radiation intensity passes through said larger 2-4 mm

65

No. 5,872,630, from Which this Application Continues-In
Part via other Co-Pending Applications, in Col. 20, Lines
55-57, establishes conception of the idea of applying a Quad
Detector in an Automated Beam Alignment Procedure in the
context of an Ellipsometer System. A ?xed Quad Detector

US 7,274,450 B1
5
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applied in an Automated Alignment Procedure Which incor
porates use of stepper motors to, in response to Quad

Detector System Detector Elements, automatically align a
Sample System, has not been previously available. This is

The J.A. Woollam CO. VUV-VASE System has utiliZed
Detector Elements of Stacked construction for years, (eg.
Si/GaAs, Si/InP, and Si/InGaAs. Proposed is use of
Si/ Strained InGaAs to enable detecting 2.2 micron in the

particularly true in tWo cases:

1A. Woollam IR-VASE (Registered Trademark) Ellipsom
eter System Which operates in the electromagnetic Wave
length range of 2-33 microns. Also proposed is use of Three

Where a ?xed location Quad Detector With a relatively
large, (eg. 2-4 mm diameter as compared to a standard

(3) layer Stacked Detector Elements.

1.27 mm hole diameter), centrally located hole therein,
through Which an electromagnetic beam passes during
both Alignment and Data Acquisition, and

The J.A. Woollam IR-VASE System provides Dual Detec

tor capability, variable Angle-of-Incidence capability and

Where a Quad Detector is placed so that the electromag

utiliZes an Alignment mechanism in Which a Laser beam is

netic beam does not pass therethrough during Align

entered thereinto by Way of an externally mounted Laser
Source and Mirror combination. Once Alignment is accom

ment or Data Acquisition, but rather is placed such that
a beam Which approaches a Sample System at an

plished using the highly collimated Laser beam, the Mirror

oblique angle enters thereinto, typically via a beam

is reoriented to alloW entry of polychromatic IR Wavelength
range electromagnetic radiation. In that light it is disclosed

splitter.

that it is knoWn to provide a source of electromagnetic
radiation and cause it to re?ect perpendicularly from a
surface of a sample so that the orientation of the source of

(Note that Quad Detectors are used as an example, and that
detectors With any functional number of elements can be

applied).

20

It is noted that While the later scenario is of bene?t in that
absolutely no attenuation of an electromagnetic beam is

caused during Data Acquisition by the Quad Detector, it
becomes necessary to then Calibrate the relationship

betWeen said oblique angle, and the orientation of the

25

Sample System, to then enable orienting the Sample system
so an electromagnetic beam approaches along a knoWn

angle of incidence thereto during Data Acquisition. Where
an electromagnetic beam passes through a centrally located
hole in a Quad Detector, once the Sample System is aligned

sample in a direction perpendicular to its surface so that a
re?ected electromagnetic beam enters a present data detec
tor. Said technique is utiliZed in the 1A. Woollam CO.
VUV-VASE System, for instance. It is also knoWn to focus
a beam of electromagnetic radiation Which approaches a
surface of a sample onto a very small spot and re?ects

therefrom, and Without tending to any sample rotation/tilting
30

move the sample along a substantial perpendicular to said
sample surface until a re?ected beam optimally enters a
present detector. Where a focused beam is utilized the spot
siZe is su?iciently small that a slight tilt of the sample has
little effect on the trajectory of the re?ected beam. This

35

technique is utiliZed in systems produced by Nanometrics

so that it re?ects a beam directly back 180 degrees from a

surface of a Sample System, it is a relatively simple matter
to then re-orient the Sample System With respect to said
aligned Sample System orientation to effect a desired Angle
Of-Incidence of the electromagnetic beam to said Sample

the electromagnetic beam is knoWn, then to rotate/tilt the
sample to set it such that said electromagnetic beam
approaches it along an oblique angle, and then to move the

System. Hence, While placing a Quad Detector so that an
electromagnetic beam does not have to pass through a

Inc.

centrally located hole therein enables avoiding attenuating

netic radiation is utiliZed, the atmosphere can not be alloWed
to contain Oxygen or H2O vapor. As materials such as

beam intensity, said placement initiates the need to then
perform a calibration procedure. It is also noted that a Quad
Detector through Which an electromagnetic beam need not

As alluded to, Where UV Wavelength range electromag

40

electrical Wire coatings generally absorb such components,
the 1A. Woollam CO. VUV-VASE is presently being re

designed to place substantially all electrical Wiring, and

pass, need not have a centrally located hole therein or can
have a standard 1.27 mm in diameter hole therethrough, and

ment than can be the case Where a greatly larger diameter

other such materials, outside the substantially enclosed
chamber. This enables relatively quick purging With such as
Nitrogen or Argon and reduces contamination that otherWise
might accumulate on sensitive optical surfaces and/or

hole is present.

samples under study.

The J.A. Woollam CO. VUV-VASE is further ?tted With
a multiple detector system as described in Co-OWned and

that the electromagnetic beam is chopped by a lock-in

hence can enable tighter positioning of Detector elements

therein, thereby enabling slightly greater precision in Align

patent application Ser. No. 09/531,877, (now US. Pat. No.
6,535,286) Which comprises a plurality of Detectors. The
purpose is to alloW easily rotating one of a plurality of
Detectors into position to receive a beam of electromagnetic
radiation after interaction With a sample system. Preferably
each Detector has associated thereWith an AnalyZer, but it is

45

Another feature of the 1A. Woollam CO. VUV-VASE is
50

frequency and phase sensitive ampli?er Which is synchro
niZed With detection. This enables a modulation signal,

typically at 266 HZ, Which is demodulated by detector
related circuitry. It is noted that the 1A. Woollam CO.
VUV-VASE utiliZes a Rotating AnalyZer Which is rotated
55

during data acquisition at 14.88 HZ, a much loWer rate than

possible to provide a single separately mounted AnalyZer

is the chopping frequency and that the modulation produces

With only the plurality of Detectors. The ability to move
Detectors in and out of a beam, enables easy sequential
positioning of Detectors Which are sensitive in different
Wavelength ranges. It is also noted that the ability to easily

sidebands at (266+/—14.88) HZ of Which one is usually
utiliZed. It is also noted that typically data is acquired over
a 300 AnalyZer rotation period, and an averaged value is
60

provide.

65

The J.A. Woollam CO. VUV-VASE utiliZes a Touch
Screen Control approach, although key or mouse aided or
any functional means for entry of control instructions can be
utiliZed.
Both the 1A. Woollam CO. VUV-VASE and IR-VASE

move a Detector facilitates use in “Scaterometry”, Wherein

an electromagnetic beam is caused to interact With a sample
system in a substantially ?xed manner, While the Detector

system is moved through a plurality of positions, at each of

Which positions data is obtained thereby. Electromagnetic
radiation scattered to each said location is thus separately
monitorable by a movable detector.

Systems typically include an Auto-Retarder System Which
enables said Rotating AnalyZer based Systems to obtain data

US 7,274,450 B1
8

7
in ranges in Which conventional Rotating Polarizer and

Which describes a bilateral slit control system Which is

Rotating Analyzer Ellipsometer Systems alike have been

applied in monochromators; and
and in Co-OWned and Co-Pending AlloWed patent appli

unable to provide reliable accurate and/or precise data. The
Auto-Retarder is sequentially positioned after a StepWise
Rotatable Polarizer and enables sequentially modifying a

5

polarization state set by said polarization state setting

US. Pat. No. 5,582,646 to Woollam et al.; US. Pat. No.
5,963,327 to He et al.; US. Pat. No. 6,456,376 to Liphardt
et al.; US. Pat. No. 5,582,646 to Woollam et al.; US. Pat.
No. 4,210,410 to Batten; US. Pat. No. 5,045,704 to Coates;
US. Pat. No. 5,045,701 to Goldstein et al.; US. Pat. No.
4,472,633 to Motooka; US. Pat. No. 5,486,701 to Norton et

means, through a plurality of polarization states. Said Auto
Retarder is described in patent to Green No. US. Pat. No.
5,956,145, and comprises a selected from the group con

sisting of:
a. at least one Variable Retarder(s) positioned such that
said at least one Variable Retarder(s) and Sample
System per se. form a Composite Sample System as
seen by said ellipsometer system, and such that a

al.; US. Pat. No. 5,706,212 to Thompson et al.; and Appli
cation US2002/0024668 A1 of Stehle et al.

Even in vieW of the prior art, need remains for improve

Sample System analyzing polarized light beam is

ments on, additions to and neW combinations of described

caused to interact With said at least one Variable Retard

ellipsometer and the like systems and methods. Said
improvements being, for instance, in the areas of systems

er(s) and Sample System per se. during use, thereby
experiencing a polarization state change; Which said at
least one Variable Retarder(s) is selected from the

group consisting of:

and methods involving monochromators, sample alignment,
20

a. a system of at least tWo Waveplate-type Retarders

selected from the group consisting of zero-order
Waveplate-type Retarders and multi-order-Wave
25

a
a
a
a

Babinet dual Wedge-type Variable Retarder;
Soleil dual Wedge-type Variable Retarder;
Kerr electro-optical-type Variable Retarder;
Pockels electro-optical-type Variable Retarder;

encompassing a substantially enclosed space. Said chamber
said substantially enclosed space. In said subspace is a
35

h. a Cotton-Mouton magnetic-Faraday-elfect Variable

Retarder;

sample securing stage Which provides means for causing a
sample to be oriented to face substantially upWard during
sample loading, and for placing and maintaining a sample in
a desired position and orientation facing other than substan

tially upWard during application of electromagnetic radia
40

such that it is coincident With an incident polarized

beam of light and thereby cause only a negligible

tion thereto and data acquisition. Said chamber further
comprises means for entering a How of purging gas from
said substantially enclosed space generally into said sub
space. Said sample sequestering means is distinguished in
that it provides means for alloWing open atmosphere access

to said sample securing stage in said subspace Without said

attenuation effect, rather than a polarization state

changing effect thereon; and

prises, Within a structural frameWork, a chamber means for

means has functionally incorporated thereinto, a subspace of

Retarder;

i. a Berek-type Variable Retarder, the optical axis of
Which is oriented essentially perpendicular to the
surface thereof, Which Berek-type Retarder can be
tilted about multiple axes to align said optical axis

The disclosed invention is a sample sequestering means in
an ellipsometer or polarimeter system Which is suitable for

components. Said ellipsometer or polarimeter system com
30

a Liquid Crystal electro-optical-type Variable
g. a Voigt magnetic-Faraday-elfect Variable Retarder;

of environment control chambers and signal detectors.

analyzing samples using electromagnetic radiation Wave
lengths Which are adversely affected by typical atmospheric

Optical axes being essentially parallel to the surface
of said Waveplate-type Retarders;
.
.
.
.

the setting of angles of incidence of a beam to a sample, use

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

plate-type Retarders, Which Waveplate-type retarders
can be rotated With respect to one another, each about
an axis perpendicular to an Optical axes thereof, said

cation Ser. No. 09/531,877;
Additional patents disclosed for general background are:

45

subspace being sequestered from said substantially enclosed
space generally.

such that in use adjusting of a present said at least one

During use, a How of purging gas from said substantially

Variable Retarder(s) places at least the DELTA of said
Composite Sample System is placed Within a range in Which
the PSI and DELTA of said Composite Sample System can

enclosed space generally into said subspace is at a constant

be usably accurately and precisely investigated by said
ellipsometer system.

50

atmosphere a means for causing increase of the How of

Relevant Co-OWned Patents are:

US. Pat. No. 5,757,494 to Green et al.;
US. Pat. No. 5,956,145 to Green et al.;

purging gas from said substantially enclosed space generally
55

Which teach system and method for improving data acqui

sition capability in spectroscopic ellipsometers;

into said subspace operates to increase the How of said
purging gas. This increased ?oW serves to discourage atmo
spheric components, such as oxygen and Water vapor from

entering the subspace. The means for alloWing open atmo
sphere access to said sample securing stage in said subspace

US. Pat. No. 5,872,630 to Johs et al.;

Which describes a rotating compensator ellipsometer sys
tem and documents conception of the idea of using a
quad detector in automated beam alignment;

volumetric rate unless the subspace is open to atmosphere by
operation of the sample sequestering means to alloW access
to the Sample Securing Stage. When the subspace is open to

Without said subspace being sequestered from said substan
60

US. Pat. No. 6,034,777 to Johs et al.;
Which describes a method of correcting for the effect of
WindoWs in a vacuum chamber, hence the application

tially enclosed space generally, comprises a cover means
Which can be positioned in closed and open positions. Said
cover can be hinge mounted to said structural frameWork,
and said lid can comprise a transparent portion Which

chambers;

enables looking into said subspace While said lid is closed.
The ellipsometer or polarimeter system comprises the
folloWing components, in said substantially enclosed space,

US. Pat. No. 5,661,589 to Meyer;

in any functional order:

of ellipsometer systems in controlled environment

65
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preferably having a diameter suf?ciently large such that

a) source means for providing of a beam of electromag

netic radiation including Wavelengths Which are adversely
affected by atmospheric components (eg. in the ultraviolet

about ten times more intensity of a beam passes there

through than does through a hole of 1.27 mm;
e) data detector means for receiving an electromagnetic
beam Which is caused to interact With a sample Which is

range);
b) polarization state setting means for setting a polariza
tion state in at least a selected small range of Wavelengths in

secured in place by said means for placing and maintaining

a beam including ultraviolet Wavelength range electromag
netic radiation;
c) means Which enables sequentially modifying a polar
ization state set by said polarization state setting means,
through a plurality of polarization states;
d) alignment detector means comprising a plurality of
detector elements surrounding a substantially centrally
located hole through Which a beam of electromagnetic
radiation can pass, said substantially centrally located hole
preferably having a diameter suf?ciently large such that

a sample in a desired position and orientation;

and in a subspace of said substantially closed space present
betWeen said means Which enables sequentially modifying a
polarization state set and said data detector means:

f) a sample securing stage providing means for causing a
sample to be oriented to face substantially upWard during
sample loading, and for placing and maintaining a sample in
a desired position and orientation other than facing substan

tially upWard during application of electromagnetic radia

about ten times more intensity of a beam passes there

tion thereto and data acquisition;

through than does through a hole of 1.27 mm;
e) data detector means for receiving an electromagnetic
beam Which is caused to interact With a sample Which is

said ellipsometer system further comprising:
h) computer means for analyzing data provided by said
20

data detector means for receiving an electromagnetic beam

secured in place by said means for placing and maintaining

after it interacts With said sample.

a sample in a desired position and orientation;
f) monochromator means, for selecting a small range of

tometer system comprising:

The disclosed invention further includes a spectropho

Wavelengths in a beam of electromagnetic radiation, present
betWeen said source means for providing of a beam of

25

electromagnetic radiation and said data detector means for
receiving an electromagnetic beam Which is caused to
interact With a sample;

netic radiation including Wavelengths Which are adversely

affected by atmospheric components, (eg. ultraviolet range

electromagnetic radiation);

and in said subspace, betWeen said means Which enables
sequentially modifying a polarization state set and said data

c) alignment detector means comprising a plurality of
detector elements surrounding a substantially centrally
located hole through Which a beam of electromagnetic

detector means:

g) said sample securing stage providing means for causing

radiation can pass, said substantially centrally located hole

a sample to be oriented to face substantially upWard during

sample loading, and for placing and maintaining a sample in
a desired position and orientation other than facing substan

preferably having a diameter suf?ciently large such that
35

tially upWard during application of electromagnetic radia
The ellipsometer system further comprises, typically outside

secured in place by said means for placing and maintaining
40

betWeen said source means and said data detector means:
45

polarization state set by said polarization state setting means
are typically sequentially in the order recited above, With the

e) a sample securing stage providing means for causing a
sample to be oriented to face substantially upWard during
sample loading, and for placing and maintaining a sample in
a desired position and orientation other than facing substan

tially upWard during application of electromagnetic radia

sample securing stage providing means positioned thereafter
and preceeding the data detector means. The monochroma
tor, hoWever, can be in any functional location.
The disclosed invention can also be described as ellip

a sample in a desired position and orientation;

and in a subspace of said substantially closed space present

data detector means for receiving an electromagnetic beam

after it interacts With said sample.
It is noted that the source means, polarization state setting
means, and means Which enables sequentially modifying a

about ten times more intensity of a beam passes there

through than does through a hole of 1.27 mm;
d) data detector means for receiving an electromagnetic
beam Which is caused to interact With a sample Which is

tion thereto and data acquisition.

the substantially enclosed space:
h) computer means for analyzing data provided by said

in a substantially enclosed space:
a) source means for providing of a beam of electromag

tion thereto and data acquisition;
50

said spectrophotometer system further comprising:
h) computer means for analyzing data provided by said

someter or polarimeter system comprising:

data detector means for receiving an electromagnetic beam

in a substantially enclosed space:
a) source means for providing of a beam of electromag

after it interacts With said sample.
A method of investigating a sample With a spectropho
tometer, ellipsometer or polarimeter system utilizing Wave
lengths Which are adversely affected by atmospheric com

55

netic radiation including Wavelengths Which are adversely

affected by atmospheric components (eg. ultraviolet range

ponents, comprises the steps of:
A) providing a spectrophotometer, ellipsometer or pola

electromagnetic radiation);
b) polarization state setting means for setting a polariza
tion state in at least a selected small range of Wavelengths;

c) means Which enables sequentially modifying a polar
ization state set by said polarization state setting means,
through a plurality of polarization states;
d) alignment detector means comprising a plurality of
detector elements surrounding a substantially centrally
located hole through Which a beam of electromagnetic
radiation can pass, said substantially centrally located hole

60

rimeter system aW described above;

B) operating said subspace means for alloWing open
atmosphere access thereto;

65

C) causing said sample securing stage providing means to
face substantially upWard and loading a sample thereonto;
D) causing said sample securing stage providing means to
place and maintain a sample in a desired position and

orientation other than facing substantially upWard

US 7,274,450 B1
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E) causing electromagnetic radiation from said source

having a diameter su?iciently large such that about ten times

means for providing of a beam including Wavelengths Which
are adversely affected by atmospheric components to inter
act With said sample, and enter said data detector;
F) entering data from said data detector into said com
puter means for analyzing data;

more intensity of a beam passes therethrough than does
through a hole of 1.27 mm;

e) a means for placing and maintaining a sample system
in a desired position and orientation, (optionally a vacuum

chuck), said means for placing and maintaining a sample
system in a desired position and orientation being positioned

said method being distinguished by causing purging gas

in a subspace of said substantially enclosed space Which can

from said means for causing purging gas to How into said

be sequestered by a subspace sequestering means;

substantially enclosed space generally and therefrom into

f) data detector means for receiving an electromagnetic
beam Which is caused to interact With a sample system

said subspace at a substantially constant volumetric rate
during data acquisition, but at an increase volumetric ?oW
rate When the subspace of said substantially enclosed space
is operated to alloW open atmosphere access thereto While a

Which is secured in place by said means for placing and
maintaining a sample system in a desired position and

sample is loaded to said sample securing stage, When it is
caused to face substantially upWard.

orientation; and
g) computer means for analyzing data provided by said

The present invention can also be described as a sample
sequestering means in a spectrophotometer, ellipsometer or

data detector means for receiving an electromagnetic beam

after it interacts With said sample system;
h) monochromator means, for selecting a small range of
Wavelengths in a beam including ultraviolet Wavelength
range electromagnetic radiation, present betWeen said

polarimeter system Which is suitable for analyzing samples
using electromagnetic radiation With Wavelengths Which are

adversely affected by typical atmospheric components, said
spectrophotometer, ellipsometer or polarimeter system com

source means for providing of a beam including ultraviolet

prising, Within a structural framework, a chamber means for

Wavelength range electromagnetic radiation and said data

encompassing a substantially enclosed space;

detector means for receiving an electromagnetic beam Which
is caused to interact With a sample system.
Said chamber means has functionally a?ixed thereto
means for causing said subspace sequestering means to

said chamber means having functionally incorporated there

25

into a subspace of said substantially enclosed space, in

Which subspace is a sample securing stage, said sample
securing stage providing means for causing a sample to be
oriented to face in a loading position during sample loading,
and for placing and maintaining a sample in a desired
position and orientation facing other than in said loading

become con?gured so as to sequester a sample system in a

subspace of said substantially enclosed space, or to open and
30

position during application of electromagnetic radiation
thereto and data acquisition;
said chamber further having means for entering a How of

purging gas from said substantially enclosed space generally
into said subspace;

35

sequestered by said subspace sequestering means indepen

said sample sequestering means being distinguished in that

subspace being sequestered from said substantially enclosed
space generally.
For general insight, and to provide contrast, the folloWing
provides excerpts from Pending Utility application Ser. No.
10/376,677, Which Application is incorporated herein by

40

In use a sample system is caused to be af?xed to said

means for placing and maintaining a sample system in a
desired position and orientation via said means for accessing
said means for placing and maintaining a sample system in
a desired position and orientation, and
45

reference.

Previous Vacuum Ultraviolet (VUV) Ellipsometer System
As a speci?c example of a disclosed invention ellipsom

purging gas is caused to be entered into said substantially
enclosed space via said means for entering purging gas into
said substantially enclosed space generally, and/or to a

subspace sequestered by said subspace sequestering means

eter system for analyzing sample systems using electromag
netic radiation With Wavelengths in the ultraviolet Wave
length range, said ellipsometer system can be described as

enclosed space, and means for accessing said means for

placing and maintaining a sample system in a desired
position and orientation.
Said chamber further has means having functionally
af?xed thereto means for entering purging gas into said
substantially enclosed space generally, and to a subspace
dently When it is caused to be sequestered from said sub
stantially enclosed space.

it provides means for alloWing open atmosphere access to

said sample securing stage in said subspace Without said

expose said sample system generally to the substantially

50

independently When it is caused to be sequestered from said
substantially enclosed space, and

comprising a chamber means Which encompasses a substan

said source means for providing of a beam including ultra

tially enclosed space, functionally Within said substantially
enclosed space there being present:

violet Wavelength range electromagnetic radiation is caused
to provide a beam including ultraviolet Wavelength, and said
polarization state setting means for setting a polarization

a) source means for providing of a beam including

55

ultraviolet Wavelength range electromagnetic radiation;

state in a selected small range of Wavelengths in a beam

including ultraviolet Wavelength range electromagnetic

b) polarization state setting means for setting a polariza
tion state in at least a selected small range of Wavelengths in

a beam including ultraviolet Wavelength range electromag
netic radiation;
c) means Which enables sequentially modifying a polar
ization state set by said polarization state setting means,
through a plurality of polarization states;
d) alignment detector means comprising a plurality of
detector elements surrounding a substantially centrally
located hole through Which a beam of electromagnetic
radiation can pass, said substantially centrally located hole

60

radiation is caused to impose a polarization state thereupon
and said beam of ultraviolet Wavelength range electromag
netic radiation is caused to pass through said hole in said
alignment detector means comprising a plurality of detector

elements surrounding a substantially centrally located hole,
and said monochromator means for selecting a small range

of Wavelengths in said beam of ultraviolet Wavelength range
65

electromagnetic radiation is caused to provide a small range

of Wavelengths in said beam of ultraviolet Wavelength
range;
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such that said means for placing and maintaining a sample
system in a desired position and orientation is caused to
orient said sample system so that said beam including

chamber can comprises multiple regions Which can be

ultraviolet Wavelength range electromagnetic radiation is
caused to re?ect essentially directly back from said sample
system such that the signals from each of the alignment

prised of multiple detectors (D1) (D2).

FIG. 10 demonstrates that an environmental control

separately sequestered.
FIG. 11 demonstrates that a Detector (DD) can be com

FIG. 12 provides insight to ellipsometer and polarimeter
systems.

detector means of said plurality of detector elements provide

optimum signal output, and then, Without removing said

FIG. 13 is included to demonstrate a preferred sequence

alignment detector means of said plurality of detector ele
ments, causing said means for placing and maintaining a
sample system in a desired position and orientation is caused
to reorient said sample system such that said beam including

of components in a disclosed ellipsometer and polarimeter

system.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION

ultraviolet Wavelength range electromagnetic radiation
impinges thereupon at a knoWn angle of incidence;
and such that said beam including ultraviolet Wavelength
range electromagnetic radiation interacts With said sample

FIG. 1 shoWs a NeWly Designed and RealiZed J.A.
Woollam CO. Inc. Sample Entry System in a Vacuum

Ultraviolet (VUV) Ellipsometer System, in perspective,
looking from the left and from slightly thereabove. Note the
Handles (H), and a hinge (HNG) at the back of the Lid (L).

system and then enters said data detector.
The disclosed invention Will be better understood by

reference to the Detailed Description Section of this Speci
?cation in conjunction With the DraWings.

20

the Lid (L) secured in use, (said lid (L) keeps atmospheric
contaminates out of the subspace it sequesters When it is

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

positioned as shoWn in FIGS. 1 and 2. Also note FIG. 2

indicates the Container of an Ellipsometer (ECONT) System

It is therefore a purpose and/or objective of the present

invention to provide a sample sequestering system Which

25

generally enclosed space, for use in entering and removing
a sample When the subspace is opened to atmosphere.
It is another purpose and/or objective of the present
30

the Stage Handle (SH) is located in FIG. 2 When the Lid (L)

eter or the like system Which operates at Wavelengths, (eg.
35

the Sample Securing Means Stage Handle (SH) is caused to

space.
Other purposes and/ or objectives of the present invention

be rotated doWnWard. Note that FIG. 3 also shoWs Gas FloW
(GF) slit openings through Which gas is ?oWed in use to
40

prevent contamination from entering into the substantially
enclosed space Within the Ellipsometer Container (ECONT)
shoWn in FIG. 2. When said Lid (L) is closed, (see FIGS. 1
and 2), gas is caused to How from the Gas FloW (GF) slit
openings at a maintenance rate. When the Lid (L) is lifted

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

FIG. 1 shoWs a NeWly Designed and RealiZed J.A.
Woollam CO. Inc. Sample Entry System in a Vacuum

is closed). FIG. 4 shoWs the Sample Securing Stage (STG)
Which becomes available in a horiZontally orientation When

atmospheric contents, located in the generally enclosed
Will be apparent from a reading of the Speci?cation and
Claims.

elements shoWn in FIGS. 3 and 4. FIG. 3 shoWs the systems
of FIGS. 1 and 2 after the handles (H) have been used to

push front of the Lid (L) upWard causing rotation about
Hinge (HNG) and thereby allowing access to the Sample
Securing Means Stage Handle (SH), (see indication of Where

the generally enclosed space into the subspace to discourage
atmospheric contaminates from entering into the subspace
and adversely a spectrophotometer, ellipsometer or polarim

UV), Which are adversely affected, (eg. absorbed), by typical

Which is a Chamber means that encompasses a substantially

Enclosed Space thereWithin. As con?gured in FIGS. 1 and 2,
it should be appreciated that open atmosphere is prevented
from entering a sequestered subspace Which contains the

alloWs access to a subspace in a chamber encompassed

invention to teach How of sufficient purge gas from Within

FIG. 2 shoWs the same system as in FIG. 1, looking from in
front thereof. Note the Latch (LTCH) Which serves to keep

45

up, hoWever, as shoWn in FIGS. 3 and 4 to alloW access to

Ultraviolet (VUV) Ellipsometer System, in perspective,

the Sample Securing Stage (STG), gas is caused to How at

looking from the left and from slightly thereabove.

an increased rate from Gas FloW (GF) Slit to discourage

FIG. 2 shoWs the same system as in FIG. 1, looking from
in front thereof.
FIG. 3 shoWs the systems of FIGS. 1 and 2 after the

open atmosphere components from entering into the sub
space de?ned by the Lid (L) When it is closed. It is noted that

handles (H) have been used to push front of the Lid (L)

a Cole-Parmer Volumetric FloWmeter Catalog Number
A-32907-00 through A32907-72 or A32908-64 through

upWard causing rotation about Hinge (HNG).

A32908065 can be utiliZed to cause a How of gas through the

50

FIG. 4 shoWs the Sample Securing Stage (STG) Which

Gas FloW (GF) slit opening in use. It is also speci?cally

becomes available in a horiZontally orientation When the

noted that While not limiting, the Sample Securing Stage

Sample Securing Means Stage Handle (SH) is caused to be

55

suction, or not. In addition, the Stage (STG) for securing a
Sample System can also contain a heating and/or cooling
means for controlling the temperature of a sample.

open orientations respectively.
FIGS. 6a and 6b shoW side vieWs of the Sample Securing

Stage (STG) in Sample loading and Sample analysis orien
tations respectively.
FIGS. 7a, 7b and 8 from Co-Pending Utility application

60

FIGS. 5a and 5b are side vieWs of Lid (L) in closed and
open orientations respectively, and FIGS. 6a and 6b shoW

side vieWs of the Sample Securing Stage (STG) in Sample
loading and Sample analysis orientations respectively.

Ser. No. 10/376,677, for comparison to the presently dis
closed invention.
FIG. 9 provides a front elevational vieW shoWing the
general layout of the 1A. Woollam Co. VUV-VASE as
Claimed herein.

(STG) can include vacuum chuck capability Which alloWs

easily securing and releasing a sample by providing a

rotated doWnWard.
FIGS. 5a and 5b are side vieWs of Lid (L) in closed and

For comparison and differentiation, included hereWith are
65

FIGS. 7a, 7b and 8 from Co-Pending Utility application Ser.
No. 10/376,677, Which DraWings shoW a chamber means

Which has functionally af?xed thereto means for causing

